In this work study on alpha decay chains emerging from isotopes of Z = 122 superheavy nuclei is carried out with emphasize on nuclear deformations and Langer modification. The interest in this particular superheavy nuclei is due to the recent experimental efforts to synthesize the isotope 299 120 in a fusion reaction at the velocity filter SHIP (GSI Darmstadt), which makes synthesis of Z = 122 nuclei to occur in the near future, and in turn will
Introduction
In 1911 Ernest Rutherford performed his gold foil experiment which leads to the discovery of the atomic nucleus, which was thought to be a small dense region consisting of protons at the center of an atom. After the discovery of the neutron in 1932, shell models for nucleus consisting of protons and neutrons were developed by Dmitri Iwanenko and Werner Heisenberg [1] [2] . Over the years both in theoretical and experimental front, the atomic nucleus has been studied extensively. Elements up to Uranium 92 can be found in nature, the majority of these elements consist the light and medium-heavy nuclei, with those above Z > 83 posses heavy nuclei. Elements beyond U-92 are called as transuranium elements and experimentalist have synthesized them in the laboratory and they offer us with heavy and superheavy nuclei. A superheavy element, in general, is referred to elements with an atomic number greater than 104. The laboratories involved in the discovery of the transuranium element are : Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in the United States (Z= 93-101, 106, and Z= 103-105), the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in Russia (Z= 102 and Z=114-118, and Z=103-105), the GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research in Germany (Z=107-112), and RIKEN in Japan (Z=113) [3] . The heaviest element known so far is Z = 118. The nuclei of the elements present in our periodic table and their isotopes exhibit diverse neutron-proton ratio, binding energy, size, and stability.
Radioactive decay is an important phenomenon associated with the nucleus, in which a nucleus undergoes transition via decay modes which can be alpha decay, beta decay, gamma decay, neutron emission, proton emission, spontaneous fission, and cluster decay. Light and medium-heavy nuclei decay almost entirely via beta decay, electron capture, and proton emission. Heavy and superheavy nuclei decay can decay via beta decay, alpha decay, and spontaneous fission, but beta decay for the superheavy nuclei is slow as it proceeds via a weak interaction so is less favored compared to spontaneous fission and alpha decay. Cluster radioactivity is a rare process where nuclei decay and emit a fragment which is heavier than the alpha particle but lighter than the fission fragment. The theoretical prediction of such phenomena was put forward by Sandulescu, Poenaru, and Greiner in 1980 [4] [7] , where most of the parent turns out to be a heavy nuclei. The cluster decay from superheavy nuclei is yet to be observed experimentally.
Theoretical studies have been performed on both the cluster decay and alpha decay of heavy and SH nuclei within various theoretical models, some of which are Generalized liquid drop model (GLDM) [8] , preformed cluster model (PCM) [9] , Coulomb Proximity Potential model( CPPM) [10] , Yukawa plus exponential (Y+E) potential model [12] , and Analytical Super-Asymmetric Fission model (ASAF) [11] . Various half-life phenomenological formula's for alpha decay and cluster decay exist in literature such as Viola-Seaborg formula [16] , universal decay law [18] , Royer's formula [19] , universal curve [21] , AKRA [20] . In recent years the concept of cluster radioactivity has beem reframed to accomodate the emission of particles with the charge number Z c > 28 from the parent nuclei with [13] . Poenaru and Gherghescu theoretically investigated the 92,94 Sr cluster radioactivity of 300,302 120 and predicted a branching ratio relative to alpha decay being 0.10 and 0.49 respectively, which suggests that such cluster decay modes have could be observed [14] . Latest experiment at the velocity filter SHIP (GSI Darmstadt) aimed to produce the 299 120 isotope in a fusion reaction 248 Cm( 54 Cr, 3n) 299 120 [15] . Hence in near future with the synthesis of 300,302 120 isotopes large clusters like 92,94 Sr can be expected to be observed in the decay.
The synthesis of Z = 122 nuclei isotopes will take place in the near future. We do our theoretical study within the framework of the WKB method to investigate the emission of alpha chain from the even isotopes of Z = 122 by taking nuclear deformation and orientation affects into consideration. Each isotope has a unique alpha chain signature associated with it, we aim to theoretically predict the features of alpha chain from superheavy nuclei having 198 ≤ A ≤ 316 with Z = 122. Superheavy nuclei can decay either via alpha decay or via spontaneous fission. In spontaneous fission, they become split into too big fragments. The alpha emission in the form of chains from a particular superheavy nucleus continues until spontaneous fission is encountered. Hence the spontaneous fission half-lives are studied along with alpha decay half-lives for the decay chains of each isotope of Z = 122, restricting our calculation of spontaneous fission using the phenomenological formula.
The Model
During alpha decay or cluster decay, a parent nucleus gets split into a daughter nuclei and a fragment. The interaction between daughter and fragment is majorly influenced by the nuclear potential and Coulomb potential with some contribution also from the centrifugal potential. In general, the daughter and fragment nuclei are deformed and can have a certain orientation. Consider θ 1 and θ 2 to be the angle between the radius vector and axis of symmetry, which determines the orientation of daughter and fragment respectively. The orientations of deformed nuclei are important, as it affects the touching distance and also influences the nuclear and Coulomb potential, and thus on the values of penetration integral and half-life. Hence it is essential to consider a total potential which is dependent on the orientation angles of deformed nuclei. The total potential is taken as,
To describe the nuclear interaction Woods-Saxon potential is taken. The form of potential is the one suggested by Sandulescu et al. [4] [23]. It is given as
V 0 is the depth of nuclear potential which is taken to be
A 1 is the atomic number of the daughter and A 2 is the atomic number of cluster. The diffuseness parameter a can be calculated using
where
with N i being the number of neutrons present in the nuclei [24] . The radius of daughter and fragment can be found using
Taking the deformation and orientattion into consideraion the effective nuclear radius of daughter or fragment can be evaluated [27] [26] . A relaible formula present in literature is,
where β's are deformation parameters and Y m l are the spherical harmonics. The orientations of the daughter and parent nuclei along with their deformations determine the touching distance. For ease, the touching distance is assumed to be the same as the effective nuclear radius R of the Woods-Saxon potential. The effective nuclear radius is calculated using the expression in ref [24] , which is
The nuclear potential is attractive in nature and it mimics the interaction between daughter and fragment when they are within the parent (for r < R). The Coulomb potential is repulsive in nature. Some works on decay studies consider a very simple form of the Coulomb potential, where the repulsive Coulomb potential acts between fragment and daughter only in the region r ≥ R [25] , it is given by
This is similar to the one considered by Gamow to study the alpha decay. Whereas in some works, the authors have considered Coulomb interaction between the daughter and the fragment to be present when they are inside the parent (r ≤ R) and also when they come out of the parent (r ≥ R). With an assumption that the fragment is a point charge which is present within a uniformly charged sphere [22] , the Coulomb potential comes out to be
Some authors have studied the deformations of daughter and fragment together with their individual orientations.
The Coulomb potential is taken in such works acts between fragment and daughter only after it comes out of parent(r ≥ R) [24] [27], it is given by
In this work, the Coulomb interaction between daughter and fragment is assumed to be present even when they are inside the parent (r ≤ R) and also when they come out of parent (r ≥ R), additionally the deformation and orientation are taken. This is to mimic the realistic scenario which may be happening during the decay. The potential used in this work is
It is to be noted that when r ≤ R, the Coulomb potential is taken is approximately the one as experienced by a test charge present at r within a uniformly filled sphere of radius R. This can be a good approximation when our fragment is an alpha particle or small cluster. It is difficult to consider the deformation and orientation effects of both daughter and fragment when they are within the parent nuclei (r ≤ R), hence have approximated it. The
Coulomb potential between the daughter and the fragment when they are at r ≥ R is expressed in terms of their deformation and also on their orientation.
The centrifugal potential term depends on the angular momentum quantum number l. Most works have taken the centrifugal potential to be
where µ is the reduced mass of daughter and fragment system.
Using this form of centrifugal potential has an issue associated with it when used in 1D WKB approximation.
It is well known that the radial part of Schrodinger equation in 3D can be written in the same form as Schrodinger equation in 1D cartesian coordinates, but applying the WKB method for radial coordinate to derive the energy eigenvalues is not always correct. For example, it has been found that using the first-order WKB integral the eigenvalues of a hydrogen atom and harmonic oscillator obtained, to be consistent the quantity l(l + 1) has to be replaced by (l + 1 2 ) 2 in the quantization rule [28] [29] . Langer (1937) showed that such a substitution is necessary for correct behavior of WKB wave function near the origin and also for the validity of the connection formula used.
Hence in this work, the Langer modified centrifugal potential term is considered, given by
Langer modified centrifugal potential has been previously employed in some of the decay related works [30] [31].
The classical turning point is obtained by solving for V (r) − Q = 0, using the Q value of decay process. There exists 3 turning points r 1 (θ 1 , θ 2 ), r 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 ), and r 3 (θ 1 , θ 2 ). A barrier exists between inner turning point r 2 (θ 1 , θ 2 ) and outermost turning point r 3 (θ 1 , θ 2 ). Crossing this barrier the fragment quantum mechanically tunnels through.
The barrier penetrability can be obtained using WKB method,
with
Taking the different combination of orientations of daughter and fragment θ 1 and θ 2 , can find the P for each combination of angles. By averaging the mean value of barrier penetrability can be calculated.
where n is the total number of combinations of (θ 1 , θ 2 ) considered. To perfrom our calculations 400 combinations of (θ 1 , θ 2 ) is used, such that 0 ≤ θ 1 ≤ π and 0 ≤ θ 2 ≤ π. The decay constant is given by [22] ,
where ν is the assault frequency and S is the spectroscopic facor which describes the preformation probability.
The assualt frequency can be obtained using [27] [24],
where E v is the vibrational energy. E v is taken to be Q value of the decay process to carry out the calculation.
The spectroscopic factor for alpha particle emission is, S α = 6.3 × 10 −3 for even mass parent nuclei and S α = 2.3 × 10 −3 for odd mass parent nuclei. For the cluster decay S c = S
. Half-life can be calculated using
Most works have restricted themselves to the use of only β 2 and β 4 [30] [24], and additionally some authors have used also the β 3 [27] . But β 6 is non zero for several nuclei and hence can have some effect on the touching distance, barrier penetrability and hence on half-lives. The deformation parameter values β 2 , β 3 , β 4 and β 6 are used for our calculation. From the table of Moller et. al, the deformation parameters are taken and the Q value is evaluated using the mass excess data [32] . In this study calculations are done for l = 0, the Langer modified centrifugal term is non-zero for l = 0 which differs from traditional centrifugal term, and it contributes to the value of penetration integral.
Phenomenological formulas: For alpha decay and spontaneous fission
Various phenomenological formulas exist in the literature for alpha decay and spontaneous fission. With the phenomenological formula's described in this section, the alpha decay half-lives are evaluated. This is to check if our model can give half-life values which are close to phenomenological formulas.
Universal Decay Law
The universal decay law (UDL) for alpha decay and cluster decay gives the half life using the relation,
C. Qi et al., have obtained the values of coefficients a,b, and c by fitting this relation to experimental data.
By fitting to experimental data of alpha decay and cluster decay half-lives together it has been reported that, a = 0.4314, b = −0.4087, c = −25.7725 [18] .
Viola-Seaborg formula
Viola-Seaborg relation is one of the widely used relations for calculating the alpha decay half-lives [16] . It is given by,
The values of coeficients a, b, c, d and h log we take from the work of T. Dong et. al. [17] , We use a = 1.64062
.9054 and
0.8937, Z even and A odd (27) 0.5720, Z odd and A even (28) 0.9380, Z odd and A odd (29) 3.3. AKRA AKRA model was constructed by modification of Royer's formula [20] . The Royer's formula is,
With adding new paramerts expression of following form was used, 
Spontaneous fission half life of Xu et. al
A relaiable formula for half life of spontaneous fission is from the works of Xu et. al, which is of the form, step of chain process without the mode of decay being spontaneous fission reached. This is done because the Q value calculated (using mass excess data from Moller table [32] ) for next step of decay comes out to be negative, which indicates that the next step of alpha decay is endothermic and is not possible on own. In the plot the spontaneous fission half-life decreases during the chain process and when becomes less than alpha decay half-life the decay chain stops, this is seen as a crossing of fission curve with alpha decay curve. Some points where spontaneous fission half-life close to alpha decay half-life, both modes of decay are possible. The crossing of fission curve is not seen in some isotopes, this is due to next step in the chain being unfavorable to Q value of process going negative. 
Result & Discussion

Summary & Conclusion
Our model is based on the famous Woods-Saxon potential, which very well describes the nuclear potential. In addition to it for Coulomb potential, the deformation and orientation effects of nuclei are considered which have been emphasized in recent years for theoretical evaluation of decay half lives. The form of the centrifugal term is also given importance, when the centrifugal term is taken in the total potential and WKB integral is performed over the 1D radial coordinate it requires the use of Langer modified term, which involves using (l + The alpha decay half-life value is compared with the spontaneous fission half-life value, to find the possible mode of decay. Most isotopes of Z = 122 is expected to emit alpha chains and decay rapidly. The spontaneous fission half-life value decreases with each successive step of the alpha decay chain, whereas the alpha decay half-life is seen to increase with each step of the alpha decay chain. Our work suggests that α chain consisting of a sequence of 6 alpha decays will be seen from 294 122 and 296 122. Five alpha decays from 298 122, and 4 alpha decays from 300 122, 302 122, 304 122, and 306 122 will happen. Smaller chains are also expected to occur. We find that alpha chain with 3 alpha decays will occur in 308 122 and 310 122, whereas 2 alpha decay from 312 122. There will be only a single alpha decay from 314 122. There will be no alpha chain seen in 316 122.
The no. of decays in the decay chains along with the Q values will be the unique signature associated with each of the isotopes. We hope that the results of our work will be of help to the future experimentalist in choosing which of the z = 122 isotope/ isotopes they would like to go for synthesis in a lab. Our results will be helpful also in the identification of the isotope synthesized in the experiment by tracking the unique decay signature reported here.
